We have developed an awaking behavior detection system using a neural network (abbreviated as NN). However, the detection ability of unknown people is not sufficient with compared to that of learned people. In this research, to improve the detection ability of unknown people, we apply an online tuning system using a continuous learning of the NN for the detection system. In the online tuning system, only a few additional data of a new objective person are used for the continuous learning, where the weights of the NN converged in the initial learning are used as the initial weights for the continuous learning. In this paper, to verify an ability of the online tuning system, we compare detection ability of the converged initial learning with that of the converged online tuning.
Introduction
Recently, accidents such that seniors fall down from the bed in care facilities or hospitals are increased [1, 2] . To prevent a person from falling of a bed, we have developed an awaking behavior detection system [3] [4] [5] [6] using a neural network [7] (abbreviated as NN) and a captured picture by a WEB camera. However, the detection ability of the unknown people is not sufficient with compared to that of learned data. And, for the detection using weights of the NN, learning data of which is sampled from some people, do not had enough detection ability of the unknown people. Moreover, a few picture of the subject for the detection can be captured. In this research, to improve the detection ability of the unknown data, we apply an online tuning system [8] using a continuous learning of the NN to the awaking behavior detection system. In the online tuning system, only a few additional data of the new objective person for the detection are used for the continuous learning, where the weights of the NN converged in the initial learning are used as the initial weights for the continuous learning. By the online tuning system, the detection ability of the awaking behavior detection system is customized in the new objective person's data. In this paper, to verify an ability of the online tuning system, we compare the detection ability of the converged initial learning with that of the converged online tuning. The awaking detection apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . It is consists of a camera unit and a pedestal unit. The Web camera is set in the camera unit. It can be adjusted from 120 cm to 175 cm above the floor. The pedestal unit, which includes a personal computer, must be as near as possible so that it can be set freely around the bed. As shown in Fig. 2 , the apparatus is set beside the bed. In Fig.2 , the upper drawing line from the WEB camera shows the upper limit of the sight of the detection system.And, the lower one shows a lower limit of the sight. 
System Construction

Hardware
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The awaking behavior detection system classifies the objective person's behavior into five states. Variety of the awaking states is shown in Fig. 3 . In this system, five captured pictures, which are captured by the Web camera, are used for once recognition of the objective person's behavior. Each pictures is captured every one second. To located the objective person's face in the center of the picture, the objective person's figure is clipped from the captured picture and saved. Four pictures among captured five pictures are used as dynamic information. Another picture is used as static information. Five pictures are defined one data set for the detection or the learning. In the first place, the feature extraction method of the dynamic information is shown. First, four pictures are transformed the gray-scale pictures using the following equation [9] . Where V means transformed after brightness value, R means red brightness value, G means green brightness value, B means blue brightness value. The gray-scale pictures are divided into 36 (6 ×6) blocks. Then, each block's values are averaged on each line and each column. Next, averaged values are binarized using a threshold. Finally, these values are input to the NN. In the second, the feature extraction method of the static information is shown. First, the picture is transformed the gray-scale pictures using equation (1) . The gray-scale picture is divided into 200 (20×10) blocks. Then, each block's values are averaged. Next, averaged values are binarized using a threshold. Finally, input these values into the NN. The NN as shown in Fig.4 , consists of an input layer with 200 neurons, a hidden layer with 30 neurons, and an output layer with five neurons, where output neuron corresponds to state of the objective person's behavior. We use the improved back propagation algorithm equation as a learning algorithm [10] .
Where ∆W means the amount of the correction of the weight, t means the sample number, η means the positive learning coefficient, α means the proportional coefficient of the inertia term, and β means the proportional coefficient of the oscillation term. This algorithm makes it possible to converge faster than usual back propagation algorithms, and escape easier than that one from a local minima.
3 Online Tuning The purpose of the online tuning is to adapt the detection ability of the awaking detection system to the new objective person using a few additional data. Fig.5 shows the online tuning procedure. In the awaking behavior detection system, that's procedure is shown as follows. First, the behaviors of some people are captured. Then, initial learning is executed using the captured data sets. Next, the behaviors of the new objective person is captured for the online tuning. Then, the continuous learning is executed using captured data set of the new objective person, where the weights of the NN converged in the initial learning are used as the initial weights for the continuous learning. And the continuous learning is repeated, until user is satisfied with the detection ability of the new objective person.
We consider that the detection ability using the online tuning is higher than that of the initial learning only using the captured data of the new objective person. The detection ability of the awaking detection system is adapt to a new objective person. And, that of the awaking detection system is specialized in the new objective person.
Experiment
In this section, we show the NN weights, learning data which is sampled from some people, have not enough detection ability of the unknown person's data.
Moreover, demonstrating the effectiveness of the online tuning, we verify that the detection ability of the online tuning is higher than that of the initial learning using the captured data of the new objective person for detection.
The experiment method is shown as follows. First, five awaking states of the subject are captured using the WEB camera. The subject is four male (Subject A, Subject B, Subject C, Subject D). The subjects wears two kinds of clothes. One clothes is black clothes. Another is white one. Then, the figure of the subject is extracted from captured picture by manual.
As the experiment process for verifying the detection ability of the online tuning, first, three subjects are chooses from four subjects. Next, three data sets per pattern and per subjects are chosen from three chosen subjects. The chosen data sets are used for the initial learning of the online tuning. Then, targeted data set, which is chosen from the other subject, are used for the online tuning.
As the experiment process for verifying the detection ability of the initial learning, The targeted data sets, which is same used data sets in online tuning, are used for the initial learning.
A detection data set is used for verifying of the detection ability using online tuning and that of the initial learning after the online tuning or the initial learning are converged. The number of the detection data set is 60. The comparing the detection ability of the online tuning with that of the initial learning is repeated several times modified the number of the targeted data set. Table. 1 shows the detection rate of each subject when the initial learning of the online tuning is converged. Fig.6(a) shows the results of the comparing the detection ability of the online tuning with that of the initial learning, when the targeted subject is Subject A. Fig.6(b), Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(b) also show the results of the comparing the detection ability of the converged online tuning with that of the converged initial learning, when the objective subject is Subject B, Subject C and Subject D. In those figures, the vertical axis indicates the average of the detection rate of five subject's behaviors. Horizontal axis indicates the number of the data set of the new objective subject.
From the experiment results, since the detection rate of the unknown subject is lower than that of the learned subject, the detection ability of the unknown subject is not effective when the NN is converged using the data set of some people. Moreover, we verified the detection ability of the converged online tuning is higher than that of converged the initial learning. This result has a probability of 68.75% (The number of the effectiveness of the online tuning than that of the initila learning is eleven. The number of the effectiveness of the initial learning than that of the online tuning is five.). When nine targeted data sets are used, the detection ability of converged the online tuning in all objective subujects is higher than that of the converged initial learning.
Conclusion
It can concluded that the detection ability of unknown person was not enough, from the comparison the detection rate of the unknown subject with that of the learned subject. When the nine targeted data sets is used for the online tuning, the effectiveness of the online tuning system is demonstrated. In addition, by using the online tuning, the detection ability of the awaking behavior detection system is useful for customizing for the unknown person.
